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[ music in background ]

[ Yun ] Hey there, i'm Yun Lee.

[ Rae ] And i'm Rae Parnell.

[ Yun ] And we are the hosts of BARTALK.

[ Rae ] BARTALK is a lecture performance and storytelling series that usually
takes place in different bars in The Hague. Each of our podcast seasons has a
different theme featuring one guest per episode offering their unique
perspectives.

[ Yun ] The theme of this third podcast season is parties. In this extra long
season finale we talked to Amber Yineyard, an iconic figure in the Dutch queer
community and the world of parties in Europe.

[ Rae ] So Amber Vineyard, who uses the pronouns she/her and they/them, is
a creative director, MC ,a host, dancer, choreographer, actor, instructor,
activist and pioneer of the Dutch ballroom scene. She has been named
Amsterdam Pride ambassador 2019 and has appeared as a guest judge and
choreographer on Drag Race Holland and Holland's Next Top Model.

[ Yun ] Amber is a prominent figure of Amsterdam nightlife, hosting balls,
performing and organizing club nights such as Pussy Wagon and Va Va Voom,
Amsterdam's first queer pop-up strip club creating safe and empowering
havens for the LGBTQIA +, and prioritizing queer trans black and people of
color.

[ Rae ] So we are super excited to get into this interview, let's give a warm
welcome to Amber Vineyard.

[ music fades out ]

[ Rae ] Okay Amber thank you so much for coming welcome to the studio...
thanks for traveling from Rotterdam now?



[ Amber ] Rotterdam now yeah.

[ Rae ] Okay nice.

[ Amber ] Most people don't know that.

[ Rae ] You heard it here first.

[ Yun ] It's out now.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] Yeah, so most people think of you as the pioneer of the ballroom
scene in the Netherlands but tell us a bit about how you got started in
nightlife?

[ Amber ] Yes, well I feel like that story goes so far back... uhm... when I was
living in California already I feel like that was my first introduction to nightlife
because that's where I would run away and go to underground rave parties.
So I was the the 13 year old jailbait and…

[ Yun ] Alright.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Yeah…

[ Amber ] and we you know we jumped in a car and drive to LA and go to
these underground parties or in the middle of the forest somewhere. I think
that was my first introduction to me falling in love with nightlife and that
magic... and when I came to the Netherlands again I was like just 15 at the
time and I thought like oh I'm going to Amsterdam where it's gonna be wild...
And I went and looked for more rave parties and more drugs and ran away...
(Amber laughs) Uhm, and then later I went into, when I got into the
underground dance scene in the Netherlands and got introduced to like
uhmm, the like the house dance clubs and house dancers and yeah uhm,
breakers and lockers and poppers and they got into whacking like this whole
other niche was like a whole other type of parties... And then the other one
was when I got into like bartending and working in restaurants and working in



clubs and having this whole other... yeah... if you think about girls going and
cocktail dresses and men there tux and it's it's a whole other world. These vip
spaces and things, so there's a lot of different niches that I've been connected
to. Uhm.. yeah.

[ Yun ] And then from there you started your own thing?

[ Amber ] Yeah from there I started. Uhm.. that's a trip if I think about it...
(Amber laughs) Because everything happened so naturally so it was like I got
asked to do things and then I would just create it. If, I if I felt like I missed
something I would just make it. Like if there wasn't for anything for me then
you make it.

[ Yun ] Nice.

[ Amber ] Like it gets that simple and I think it comes down to like just even
moving to the Netherlands and not having any creative outlet at all. Like in the
States you get fed these things, like you can practice art, you can practice
theater, there's so much different ways that are taken more seriously when it
comes to expression in school and education... And in Holland I felt like that
was ripped away from me so that was already my first initiative of like, you
miss something, create something... And it just started as simple things as a
school talent show or a school get together. That simple... And then it just
evolved into like yeah me hosting things. Uhm, it also started hosting like
corporate events, because again, I mean, like, I grew up in theater, and I'm an
actor, and I'm a presenter. So corporate events would be like, can you host
this party for us? So that would also, does that make sense?

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] And of like different things that I was always doing and part of... And
somehow, it's like, every door that I had my foot in, it's like, prepared me for
everything that I'm doing now. At the time didn't make any fucking sense. But I
loved it all that's what I knew…

[ Amber ] And now it's just seems like oh, yeah, it makes perfect sense now.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Yeah, yeah.



[ Rae ] Yeah... So we're also wondering what kinds of parties that you grew up
with, or maybe what types of parties influenced how you host or run things?

[ Amber ] Yeah, I have to say, goes all the way back from like, again, like
raving when I was 13 years old... And I remember, like getting a flyer, like,
there was like the secret underground flyer, and then you'd have this, you'd
get the phone call at that night and with the location and like, how the trail was
set up in the middle of darkness, and walking up to this mountain where you
see this glow of like black lights, and like bass and, and like, I just remember
thinking, this is magical... And this is where I want to live. [ Amber laughs ]

[ Amber ] So I think that magic already, is something that I think about, if I
have an event.  I want to, I want people to feel like they're going to somewhere
sacred and special and, and that nobody knows about.... the world... And then
when it comes to like, the underground dancing when I came here, and
discovering, whacking, for example, and meeting my ballroom father, and, and
being in battles, and traveling, where all these dancers from all over the world
would come together. It taught me about expression, it taught me about
performance, it taught me how to be comfortable with my own expressions,
and to battle like to actually have battles, and then have the after parties until
like, six in the morning. So from that, and then going into, you know, when I
was, like, around 21, like I was in a really shitty place, I was broke as fuck and
I needed to bartend to survive. And in that sense, I couldn't even afford to go
and take a night bus home, so I'd have to walk. Which sucks, so then in the
end, I just went to the club. So every night after work, I would just go to clubs
and that's where like, people would be like, oh, there's that girl who was like a
loner in the club, and I'd be practicing for my life, like, voguing, whacking by
myself... And like all the club, and clubs started to know, like, hey, there's that
like, there's that crazy, beautiful girl, like, who's always in the club, she always
brings us ambiance. Like every bouncer started to know like who I was,
because yeah, I had nothing else to do after work, I would just be club
hopping... And they always let me in, and like that was also a huge part of
what influenced my work now, because, because of me being there all the
time, and people saw me in clubs, and nightlife, they always knew who I was...
And when they would have think about things later in the future, they thought
about me, and they thought about bringing me in. So it's all of these things
have like a huge influence on my work... And also every niche is completely
different from each other, but the dance floor says everything about everyone
in that space. And you learn a lot, it's like, the dance floor is like a huge



education. It's education about life and if you take it from each one, then you
have like, a big understanding... And I- for me, it's helped me set up how I
work and how I think when I'm creating a party.

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] It's really cool to hear.

[ Rae ] I'm curious also, like, what are some of the things that you're learning
on the dance floor?

[ Amber ] Oeh.. You learn.. its behavior. You learn... you... can... Yeah, I read
people and also that's most people don't realize, like, my whole life I've been
in arts and and creative things. But like, everyone around me told me that's
not... That's a hobby, that's something you don't take serious, you'll never
make it with these things. So I always studied and one thing I wanted to do
was study psychology and behavior... and gender... and I wanted to be a
sexual therapist... And I've always gotten off on like, what makes people tick
and on the dance floor, you can see what makes people tick... And you can
also read once again, how someone dances and how someone moves and
how they interact with each other. Yeah, you just you can read a lot about
people and who's confident, who's small, who's large, who's taking up space,
who's not. It says a lot, so I just gather a lot of information from that.

[ Yun ] Okay…

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] I can imagine how that shapes your role as a host so…

[ Amber ] Major.

[ Yun ] Yeah, how do you see yourself as a host, how do you see your role as
a host?

[ Amber ] Well, for one like a host is a master of ceremony, boom. I consider
in a way like a guide as well like you're guiding people throughout the journey
of the night. Also I can think of it as like a sense of security in a way like if I
imagine myself in the club and I have a point of like, ah okay, that's kind of like
this guide almost like a mother figure of the space... and I think it's important



for the host to be able to read the room be able to understand the energy in
the room... like I can, I can feel a lot. So I can feel when something in the
energy is being displaced or something's off... And in these moments I've
learned through time like to acknowledge it and it's my responsibility to
manage the energy in the space. I can uplift it, I can bring it down... there's
...yeah, it's yeah it's a huge energy thing. When you know, when it came to
like the interview and the questions reading them... just, like yeah... like what
is it that I do?  You know and, and I really had to give a lot of thought last night
and like and break it down a little bit...  And what is it and how... and so much
of it it's like this... It's an essence, it's a feeling and it's something that in
myself... I have to... I trust... and it's of course over time, I've gotten better at it
or I'd even say I've just trusted myself and my instinct to do something about
what I feel in that moment... yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah that makes a lot of sense.

[ Amber ] Yeah a lot of... and so much as about I would say control but charm
at the same time. Control, charm and confidence because again if, if... if I
don't believe me how the fuck you're gonna believe me? And that's I think the
number one thing like…

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] Yeah like, just to add I feel like a good team... Like a host will check
in with the team. Like I think it's so important because once I'm... If I feel
connected with the DJ, if I feel connected with the bar, if I like... I can it's... like
all these connections are happening and I swear to god the dance floor feels it
... And when when all of that's connected that's where I feel like this magic
happens and the host is, is also giving permission to people to let go. It's
permission to shine and to remind people like what we're here for and I feel
like the host has to be an example of that because if the host is not an
example of that then again what the fuck are we doing here?

[ Rae ] Work.

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] Okay so we've both been to many of your parties and something that's
really striking is like your costumes and your outfits...



[ inaudible ]

[ Rae ] like i'm thinking of... yeah...

[ Amber ] Tell me which one is your favorite.

[ Rae ] Okay now listen the pop art look that was everything…

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] That was the Utopia Ball...

[ Amber ] That was one of my favorites

[ Yun ] that was my favorite... I mean that's iconic

[ Amber ] And my most covered.
[ Yun ] Yeah?

[ Amber ] That was the most like... I didn't show any skin except for my face.

[ Yun ] Oh in that sense okay!

[ Amber ] Yeah what's the most covered... yeah exactly.

[ Yun ] But also Utopia ball that one was amazing too with the long hair... no
not utopia ball... this is like…

[ Rae ] Where was it?

[ Yun ] Where was it... Utopia it was in Amsterdam.

[ Amber ] Yeah?

[ Yun ] With... with a school... it was like a…

[ Amber ] Was it in a theater? What was I... what was the hair?

[ Yun ] Your hair was really long.



[ Amber ] Really long...

[ inaudible ]

[ Amber ] That was Mother Vader.

[ Yun ] Mother Vader... okay... yeah.

[ Amber ] That was Mother Vader.

[ Yun ] That was awesome.

[ Amber ] Yeah , and with the whole ass out.

[ Rae ] Yes that was like the Galaxy... no …

[ Amber ] That was the Future ball.

[ Rae ] The Future ball... yeah…

[ Yun ] That's it.

[ Rae ] Yeah the Future ball.

[ Rae ] Yeah also another, I like the bride one that you did.

[ Amber ] The Bloody Bride?

[ Rae ] Yes

[ Rae ] Yeah the other one is also really good.

[ Amber ] Oh so good.

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] anyway our question...

[ inaudible ]



[ Rae ] How are you coming up with these outfits and characters and do you
have a team that's working with you like what is this process like?

[ Amber ] Oh boy, honestly... so funny…

[ Amber ] You know I'm known to be like the hostess with the mostest that is
very you know naked. It's funny how that started it started because I just
couldn't afford anything…

[ laughing ]
[ Amber ] And it was just like oh god I didn't have time to do anything, I have
nothing like, okay, here's some like glitter and put up some stars on your titties
and like, just okay, just glue them on…

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] And let's just, you know, again, if I own it, they're gonna believe it...
And sure enough there I am like hosting almost butt naked and people are
like... there's some... for some reason I'm not even bothered that you're
naked. I'm like honey because I'm wearing myself like I'm a couture fucking
gown bitch.

[ Amber ] Of course, you're not looking at like, oh my god, she's so naked,
because I'm carrying myself like, this is completely beautiful, and you'll respect
it and you will love it. Get into it…

[ Yun ] And we eat up.

[ Rae ] Everytime.

[ Amber ] Yes. But when it comes to like themes and stuff I have to admit in
the beginning, again, I'm really I'm a creative so I would... love... I loved like
sitting with my glue gun and creating everything the day before a ball or a day
before the event. But I have to admit, like as time has passed, I can't keep up
with everything. So then I started to like need help... And so yeah, I have a
couple friends that I would sit down with and brainstorm. Xena is someone I
love to brainstorm with because our minds are very similar when it comes to
this creative expression... And a good friend, her name is Ace. One day I met
her at a video shoot and she was like, whoever the fuck you are Amber...
You're like, the super, super vixen villain, like... And she's super into comic



books, so she would just be like, you are like... just... Can I be can you be my
Barbie? Like, can I please do your makeup and it's kind of this...been this
tradition. She shows up every ball and she does my makeup and we have a
whole talk about... also she forces me she's like, this is the only time you're
ever going to sit down bitch so sit the fuck down... and no one's allowed to
speak to you just sit and be here... And we're going to create…

[ Amber ] And like, we'll just have a talk the night before the ball and like,
discuss, okay, what is the ball theme? What are the categories? Because I
tend to think about myself last, so all the coolest characters are for the
categories... And then I'm usually like, okay, now as the host like, what am I
supposed to be? Like so for example, the Quentin Tarantino, the Tarantino
ball... You know, every category is based on a Quentin Tarantino movie, but as
a host, I'm like, what the hell is gonna like link everything together? Blood.
Blood. So then this kind of works like that, like, Okay, what is the thing that
connects everything? Blood, I will be blood. So I literally just glued a bunch of
red glitter all over my body and was blood on the dance floor. So its like,
simple things like this, or what are the fantasies, what do I want to be? Yeah.

[ Yun ] That sounds like so much fun.

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] Yeah...I'm very stressful I have to say, because I tend to wait to the
last minute. So like, yeah, the I don't know if you remember the circus ball
where I had like, this fab moustache and this whole look with these... That was
literally, I found everything that morning.

[ Rae ] Sounds so stressful.

[ Amber ] Wow.

[ Amber ] It was... yeah…

[ Yun ] Wow.

[ Amber ] But do they know?

[ laughing ]



[ Amber ] It's like, what happens behind the scenes as long as you know... At
the fashion show there's fucking chaos, theater chaos, but as long as nobody
knows. They're all gonna... wow, she must have been working months on this.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] The other part of like, when I first started with these outfits, you
know, in Holland, what I realized very quickly, was that it was what's the
saying? Like, if you're "normaal is gek genoeg."

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] All right, and I'm like an extrovert and I come from theater and the
states where you audition and you like, you fight, you be loud, you stand out.
So me as a host, I think one of the first things I thought about was like... look,
if I look extreme, than the rest of them, everybody else will feel like if she's
fucking this nuts, I can be a little nuts. So I can dare. If she's gonna dress this
far out, then I can maybe dress a little far out... And then so again, it comes to
being an example. So this bitch is crazy, I guess I can be a little crazy.

[ Yun ] Raising the bar a little.

[ Amber ] Yeah, exactly. So it's like that permission of like, look... And then if I
don't dress up, do you really think people are gonna show up and dress up?

[ Yun ] Absolutely not.

[ Amber ] No, ik denk het niet.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] That's a lot of parties too. So yeah.

[ Amber ] Tons. And a lot of parties will ask if you watch a lot of people ask
you dress up, but then why isn't any of the organization dressed up? Doesn't
make any sense to me.

[ Yun ] Indeed, and just for our non Dutch speaking listeners: normaal is gek
genoeg is…



[ Amber ] Oh, yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah, normal is crazy enough. So…

[ Rae ] Yeah, very Dutch.

[ Amber ] Yeah. Chop.

[ Yun ] Do you have any tips and tricks on how to hold a room and a space?

[ Amber ] Yeah, yeah, this is a good question. Very good one, guys. Uhmm,
passion, confidence, charm, control. We'll break it down, break it down for the
children. Yeah, so first of all, again, if you're hosting the space, if you're not
passionate about what you're doing, again, if you don't believe in what you're
doing, nobody's gonna believe what you're doing. So I think that's the number
one... And like, just like we talked about that confidence, as well... And, yeah,
we've talked about before, where its checking in with the other people working
in this space, like... Who is your team, and most importantly, who is the team
standing behind you, with you, because again, if I'm thinking about, oh, they
need a drink, and they need this and they need this, like, I can't be focused on
what my job is supposed to be in that moment. It's one of my biggest lessons.
So make sure you have someone that there's taking care of drinks, taking
care of for your DJs, taking care of your people on your team. So that way,
you can actually let go and manage the crowd, be visible, be present, again,
be the example. So if you want people to let go and be wild, you've got to let
go, or at least look like you're letting go....

[ inaudible ]

[ Amber ] You know, and to look at people acknowledge people, people want
to be seen, people want to just the simple thing is just when people walk in the
room and just be like, hey, motherfuckers, like. You welcome and you're part
of all of this and it's all connected... And we have to have each other to do
that, yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Rae ] Well actually I have a follow up question because you're also talking
about how you're controlling the space and kind of inviting people in. But what
do you do maybe for a party that you know, you're also not... maybe invested



in isn't the right word but maybe... you're saying that you work for corporate
and working in all these different spaces? So how do you also kind of
navigate...

[ Amber ] Good, good, very good question. Because oh, trust me, I've been in
a lot of situations... And you know, there's always that level of like, is it my
party? Am I hired for them? There's a lot of different, you have to navigate,
and a lot of different ways. For me, what I look at, again, I can feel when
energy is low, somewhere or energy is high, I can feel when I can see who's
taking up space, I can see who's being made to feel smaller. It's these things
that I look for in the room... And I feel like it's my job when I see that people
are taking too much space. That's where I can walk in I, I've been walking
through crowds that sometimes will just look at people up and down and make
people who take space feel, Hmm, maybe a slight discomfort, and yet an open
space for people who are maybe not taking space and be, and be... and just
like oh, motherfucker, let's go let's go and like get people... that... Oh, the floor
is yours, bitch, come in here... And so it's also just being an example of it's not
in meaning to like, hey, you, you're taking up space, get the fuck back. No...
And it's that sense of that nonverbal behavior of like, I walk and look at you, I
acknowledge you, I see you, I'm watching you... And you... I can feel it and
see the oh shit, maybe I think, I think I'm doing something wrong... And oh,
she's not liking me... Oh, but that's the host and oh, so there's I see this. A lot
going on and so I just do my best to control that or, or even if I see something
that's unacceptable. DJ, stop the beat. Give me one person, all I need is one
example. That's it and I've literally grabbed someone by the ear and escorted
them out with my microphone.

[ Yun ] We have seen it.

[ Amber ] Okay, and that sense, and then it's actually it sucks that that
moment has to happen. But at the same time, it's so beautiful to watch how
the audience responds and how everybody that didn't maybe feel okay, at that
moment is all of a sudden like bitch, okay, yes. Get the fuck out and how it
hypes us all and we even feel more connected.

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] Yeah, I have an extreme sample.

[ Yun ] Please.



[ Amber ] Yeah, we want to hear it?

[ Yun ] We want to hear stories.

[ Amber ] Well, this one was again... Okay, we talked about because I'm
doing a lot of different things. So one thing like during this pandemic, yeah, I
was invited to do a dinner show and to create a dinner show. And the guys at
ChinChin they expressed to me already like Amber you know, we know what
you did with Lovely and Va Va Voom and they were very supportive with how
we went about how things need to be handled a certain way... And they were
very open minded about it... Whereas for ChinChin, they also own ChinChin
and they weren't... they're already like, you know, we would like to invite you to
pitch a concept but do keep in mind, the crowd there, we know the crowd
there. It's not my crowd... What am I going to do? Okay, I have to, like, figure
out a way to make this meet my needs and fit for me and my team. Challenge
accepted. I'm going to create a dinner show, how do I make it work for me?
I'm gonna make a queer dinner show without them realizing it. And like, so I
had a whole team of like, all my show girls are queer. Like everybody in the
team is queer, except the one, Romeo. But then yeah, and we I created a
whole show about like, empowering women. I make huge statements in the
beginning of the show, and make a lot of people in this room question a lot.
There's a lot of straight men, straight white men in this, you know, popping
bottles and seeing beautiful women around them feeling very entitled... And I
learned throughout that process, like how to be very fierce from the beginning,
and lay down the line. So I set up the show in a way where again, I need to be
very visible, I literally watch the room and walk to every table and look at them
dead in the eyes before the show starts, I asked all the girls to walk around
the room and look at only women, ignore every man in the room. Like so
small, psychological ways that the men don't feel seen first. And its interesting
to watch what happens when they don't feel seen.

[ Yun whispers ] Tell us.

[ Amber ] Well, like for example, I have a couple of the characters, and I'm
like your job is to just flirt with the women. So they'll go to a table and just
stare at the woman in the eyes and just like, wow, you're gorgeous, while the
boyfriend or their date is sitting right there like wait, hello? You know, and, and
moments where I walk by and just an up stick my like, like heel right on their
crotch. Hello, welcome to the fucking show, my show. And it's very



intimidating. So I can be very intimidating and I made a big speech about how
they are welcome, welcome to MY show, you are an invited guest here. So
we're here to celebrate women. And all women, trans women, black women,
brown wo- this whole state with so they're already like, Whoa, and I'm a
woman and you're gonna respect me. Most of the time they, they actually think
this in this space, they all think I'm a trans woman, which is okay, beautiful.
Thank you for the compliment.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] And as a force, you know, one of the things for example, a guy tried
to touch one of the girls. So and that's I made rules, like, I have a couple of
rules in this place: no photos, no videos and if anybody touches one of my
girls, I promise you, I will escort you out of this place. Your entire table will be
escorted out of this place, is that understood? If it's understood? Say 'yes,
madam' and I have an entire room like: Yes, ma'am. So then I also realize oh,
like they like it when I'm fierce. So which also made me play more with this.
Okay, you like dominatrix you want me to humiliate you, I will. Watch me,
because this is not about you. This is for the ladies. So I even say that in my
speech, like to all the women, to all the men in this room, I want you to know
one thing, the show's not for you, bitch. This show is for me and my women,
so are we here the party, you know, this kind of thing... And you watch them
gag and again, all I need is one example. So there was one time a guy's in the
front row, and that was the new rule like after that, no men in the front row
allowed anymore at my motherfucking show. So this dude, he had the
audacity to actually touch my daughter who's in the show.

[ Amber ] So in that sense, yeah, I took it into my own hands and I walked
into the room... And there there was a group of guys and I'm standing right at
the table like hello, guys. Excuse me. They're ignoring me. Excuse me, hello?
Talking to some other girls... And I was like, excuse me, miss.. yeah..

[ Amber ] I need to talk to them for a second. Do you mind? And she saw-
something? Yes. Thank you. Hello fellows. They don't hear me. So I grabbed
the one bald guy by the fucking head like a basketball and crank his ass back
hello motherfuckers ladies and gentlemen and everyone in between
remember I am a lady of my word. You touched one of my showgirls. I need
you to get the fuck out. You and your entire table get out there you go. The
entire room gags and then I was like hey ladies you in the back you guys want
to set up the front?



[ inaudible ]

[ Amber ] And the entire place, the entire room stood up and clapped and
watched all these four guys walk out with their bottle of champagne that they
had to take with them.

[ Yun ] Oh my god I am like…

[ Rae ] That is a story...

[ Yun ] No I mean I've been holding my breath since he said... I mean you
after you lay down the rules and you said what the consequences.

[ Amber ]Yeah and they there's times you know... the entitlement and the ....
that this doesn't happen to them. So the fact that I do that it's a whole... It's...
they can't even believe it.

[ Yun ] Yep.

[ Amber ] Believe it.

[ inaudible ]

[ Yun ] It's amazing not only that you do that but the way that you do it in the
way that the.. the party continues to go…

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] I mean that is an art form I don't know…

[ Amber ] Thank you.

[ Yun ] I don't know how you do it.

[ Amber ] But people have said this to me too especially in this space
because this is I think the most outside of my comfort that I've like really
created such magical things. People said like it's so weird you managed to
kick people out and they still leave with a smile on their face. They're like I
don't know how you do I don't know either but i just again it's a sense of like



it's the charm... yes I'm batting my eyelashes guys. A charm and a sass and a
confidence but a respect like I demand the respect and if you don't have that
you don't get to play. It's that simple. So I know as a host I have to carry
myself in a certain way that demands that, and I expect it from everybody in
the space that you have respect for everybody in here just the same as you're
gonna have respect for me...And that even comes down to the guests and I
can feel it in the room you could feel the moment I'm like for example in the
ChinChin situation.... everybody walks in and takes their seats and I just sit as
a madam with a big fat cigar.... and I just watched the entire room... and watch
people walk in... And you could see a lot by their behavior, already by which
tables are making others look smaller, which tables are taking space, which
ones are being loud, which ones are being disrespectful, which ones look like
this is going to be a problem how am I going to deal with them. Then I take my
moment and look at them and let them know that I see them. Like don't think
you're invisible motherfucker I see you and I'm not shy either. I actually get off
on kicking people out so give me any reason. You know so I make it part of
the show. It is part of the show so then that way people have their guards
down and feel comfortable with me kicking someone out you know. Yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah, connected.

[ Rae ] Yeah yeah i'm just like wow yeah it's it's really an art. Okay so, yeah
you know it's really great and you're also talking a lot about like working with
your let's say crew like you work with your girls you also have a big community
behind you...

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Rae ] And in one of your interviews you were talking about how you got
started as an agency by hiring your friends, so tell us the story?

[ Amber ] Yeah, yeah this is yeah a trip.. like you know I've always been a
creative. So I've- since I was three. From working in radio, from working in
dance, I twrilled batons with fire and like painter... and like anything that's
creative I'm here for it... And with that creativity I always needed that outlet so
I always wanted to create and make and... and then in performance and... and
dance... and theatre. So I was already making stuff very young and performing
very young... and I remember my first group I created was "Femme Lethal," so
lethal femmes. We created shows where we would just like kill off men…



[ Yun laughs ]

[ Amber ] Yeah, it was pretty awesome…

[inaudible]

[ Amber ] And when I was introduced to ballroom by my father, my ballroom
father, he's who introduced me to whacking and voguing and... when I, I don't
know... for me everything made sense to me when I met him. It's like he just
gave me, I don't know,  this permission to... I can be masculine, I can be
feminine, I can be fluid, I can play with both I can... Yeah... and I don't know
and I just thought, I wanted to bring this to Holland. Whatever- what he gave
me, people need this... Like with that I started the girl group Femme Lethal,
and taught and shared whacking and was like... guys got to get into whacking
and voguing and we've just created shows and it started like that... Like we did
and then we got invited to do like a tv show we started performing at these
urban like hip hop underground parties... and battling. So I was out there
already a lot and that's when people would start asking me to perform. Can
you perform at this place? Hey Amber, I heard your host can you do this? Hey
Amber your a stylist right? Can you style this person or this person? Can you
style this dance crew, can you host this tv show, can you host this... Malibu is
inviting you to host an event for the other ambassadors all over the world.

[ Amber ] So like from all sorts of different stuff from theater, dance, hotel
openings, to concerts, festival stages. So I've always had my foot in the-
again- in a lot of different doors and with that you know comes opportunities.
So if people are... and... I'm and I listen, I pay a fucking attention. So when I
heard like, oh this makeup artist didn't show up, like oh shit we need someone
last minute. Oh I got someone for you. But Amber I'm not a makeup person?
Bitch yes you are you are…

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] You are today bitch.

[ Amber ] So these things... that just started happening. Where they needed...
oh Amber do you actually have three more dancers? Can you bring... yeah...
sure like guys get... let's go. Yeah, I don't have outfits... Fuck it like I'm going to
come up with something. Yeah it's and it's just been building like that and
because I have my foot in so many different places, there's a lot of different



opportunities to be able to give. So people need dancers, people need
makeup artists, people need hairstylists, people need choreographers. They
need actors, they need models, so when I hear those things... bitch you push
your friends forward. Like come on, let's go that's kind of how everything
started, so first out of just love and sharing... and... and hey you want to see
your people shine right…

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] And especially if all your friends are aspiring dancers, aspiring
makeup artist, aspiring this like…

[ Amber ] Let's GO! Yeah.

[ Yun ] No, it's great to hear that you're able to make a career for yourself and
your community in this way, it's just through personal connections and just…

[ Yun ] Yeah just…

[ Yun ] Pushing everyone...
[ Amber ] Pushing forward…

[ Amber ] Just pushing forward, that's simple.

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] Yeah it's a trip... And you see it in like things like... whether it's you
know something corporate and its whether someone needs a makeup artist
somewhere. Or whether it's something where it isn't even within our
community when it comes to ball stuff... Like one reason why Pussy Wagon
was special for me was because that was my way of like getting the younger
kids to like... Hey you've never MC'ed at a party before, you want to? I heard
you at this thing do you want toMC at a party? Like oh I've never done this
before... well now you're doing it, so which we're going to do?  (Amber laughs)
You know and pushing the kids like, make a ball, think about a category, I
don't know just taking all these platforms and making them useful for us all.

[ Yun ] Totally...

[ Rae ] Yeah.



[ Yun ] Yeah you're really occupying so many different roles. I mean in a way
you're also a mentor and like a talent scout, to on top of everything that you
already do.

[ Amber ] Yeah, yeah so it's, it's a trip... where people came to me and I never
thought of myself as an agency, at all.  It's only now that I'm like shit I should
think about these things and... But back like when people started coming to
me, and is like... oh Amber really like your agency... is so amazing... Oh I'm an
agency? I didn't I...I didn't... I love the work that you're doing... like…

[ Amber ] I didn't realize i was doing that…

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Yeah, like it was when it even comes... not even to... just bring it
back when it comes to like kicking in doors and these niches... And for
example and people coming to me like... oh this agency is like... it's so open
minded, so diverse, it's so... These are just things I just didn't think about,
because I'm in my own bubble. So I just didn't realize this and also how hard it
was for some people to get even work in the first place... And watching
auditions and watching people go to auditions and not being able to get the
job. For the most... for we all know why, these things... and then, so there's all
the talent part. But then at the same time even just getting a job in general. So
for example like one place I have to say that was like really special to a lot of
us was Suicide Club. Like Suicide Club was... if you were at Suicide... did you
guys ever get in there? So it's like to have... Bella was at the door like you
know. Liberty was also there, Charming was there you know, Graciano is
working in the kitchen. Tavarell on the floor, Jimmy's there... like and I'm there
like... And it just started with me being booked as a dancer for entertainment...
[ Yun ] Oh?

[ Amber ] Into well, Amber is running the entire entertainment part for this
club, for every party, every weekend. We were able to like... when I heard that
they were looking for like waiters or jobs like... this person, this person, this
person, this person. Go and at one point we're all like.. you know... we're just
sitting outside like guys like this is really our place. And it's makes such a
difference because then our community also felt safe there even though the
space wasn't actually catered to our community. Our community felt safe there
because we were all running the show. We're all working there and…



[ Yun ] You infiltrated it.

[ Amber ] So then we take over that space. So any of that toxic masculine
bullshit that walks in the door, you can't. Because we're running the place, so
you must respect us... And uhm it's awesome to be able to do that and again
just takeover... I don't want, I don't want permission... like... no it's ours.

[ Yun ] yeah it was really cool to hear.

[ Amber ] It's ours.

[ Rae ] Yeah and the Suicide Club was like a really really special place... And
was so sad when it closed down, I was really like…

[ Amber ] Yeah it... Yeah, it's really sad but, again I'm, I try to be optimistic and
like when one door closes... there's a reason for it and another one... That
means 10 more about to open so.. were they at? Where they at?

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] And I mean next, next places to work? Next gigs? Do you have any
favorite types of gigs that you like to do?

[ Amber ] Oh that's a terrible question.

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] Without naming names.

[ Amber ] Terrible question. It's just... everything I do, it's almost like I have
like all these different personalities... and I really like them all. I like you know
just the other week I was doing makeup for my daughter, doing a video shoot
and doing hair, so I like to be behind the scenes... And doing something small
like makeup a hair job or a styling job for an artist. But then I love to host when
it's someone else's party, I enjoy that because I don't have a lot to think about.
Whereas... but then at the same time I love to do something like the dinner
show where this is... to this day... I still can't believe how large that was like to
create your entire own dinner show... like are you kidding me? And to host it
yourself... like it's just wild... And I love it and then a ball like... hosting a ball



for hours and hours and hours and hours and hours and hours and hours on
end. As much as it exhausts I love it it's, really tough to say…

[ Yun ] You just really love what you do, is what we're gathering.

[ Amber ] I really really do.

[ Amber ] Yeah, but i do enjoy the moments where I am alone... and there's
nobody. I remember I was booked for Lowlands with a bunch of drag queens.
So it was just me so... I was like really none of the... no kids... and it was like,
no no, just you. And it was surreal to like be in a dressing room without 12
people... 50 people needing things... And to like...wow I can just do my
makeup peace? however? It's a whole other experience so I... it's all different.
I love it all and I wouldn't change a thing.

[ Yun ] Yeah that's great to hear.

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] But going back to yeah the Suicide Club and creating a safer space
within the club scene, let's say. You've said in a couple interviews that you
stand for radical inclusivity. What does that mean to you and has that meaning
changed over time?

[ Amber ] Oh yes, oh my god. So much is like changed again... like when I
started everything was just out of like... I love to do this, I love to do that. Okay
people around me, yes, okay we're booking. My friends are on stage and
we're here... in here and it was really like... I never gave it much thought until
someone came up to me and they said: Amber, I love your work, thank you so
much for finally creating an agency that actually puts black brown queer trans
bodies... like that you give them space on stage and like... you... you create
this... and I don't know any other agency that does it. So and that was
already... Wait, what? And that was like a huge reality check for me... and then
I had to really take a lot of time for myself and really look deep within myself
and see, why didn't I realize that before? I'm so much in my bubble with my
friends and my thing in my world, that I had to take a lot of steps back and be
like... oh.. okay. So just because I think a certain way doesn't mean that the
rest of the world thinks a certain way. And when I took steps back, and then
really actually looked at other agencies and looked at other parties and
others... then it was like, everything started to like, click and realize. Okay...



you know... when I thought about the parties from before and underground
dance scene, and they're raving and... you know... we always stood for PLUR.
I don't know if you know, this?

[ Yun ] No…

[ Amber ] No, you've never heard of PLUR?

[ Yun ] What is that?

[ Amber ] PLUR? I mean, it's, yeah, like, from rave parties, what you go by,
and then PLUR…

[ Amber ] Yes, peace, love, unity and respect, and having fun. So that was
like, the golden rule you live by this. But then when... so I always thought like
this is, that's what's most important. But then taking my steps back and
realizing not everybody thinks this way... And this is very, it's also can be very
limiting... And then just watching other agencies and other people then
realizing what that person was saying... like how Amber, you're the only one
doing this. ..and it's like, get the fuck out, really? And when I stepped back to
see that truth, and to understand, and also understand the system and how
this is built, and privilege, and what does that mean? What does it mean for
me to be a racially ambiguous person that's representing a black and brown
queer community? I'm the one of most passing people I know. So what does
everything mean? What does it mean that I'm doing all this work? Is it my
privilege that got me here? Is it the talent that got me here? What are all the
layers? And what am I going to do about it? And that's when I realized I had to
start, instead of like... yay, peace, love, unity, and respect.

[ Amber ] Yay... Why are we here?

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Yes, peace, love, unity, respect. But again, why are we here? What
does this mean? And when I had that talk, and again, this was that, True
Colors, I don't know if you know, this, in Paradiso. So it was like that one place
where like, all organizations, LGBT related organizations, come together....
And it was the first time I was invited to the space... And I was with Sean, and
Sean brought me there and Shawn was like... how do you not know about
this? And I really was like, I don't even know why I don't know about this, like...



So no one told you about what's going on here Amber?  But you represent
this, they literally calling your name on stage for you to go up there and
dance... And they don't tell you anything about these funds, or these things or
this.... and that... Things started really the clicking like, how come... Why are
we left out of all of these things? And what does this mean? And... and then
also looking at the ballroom. How did ballroom come to Europe? People talk
about how white and, and straight the European ballroom scene is. But why?
Where does it come from? It's because it was placed in hip hop, like
festivals....

[ Amber ] And so when it comes to like breaking all of these things down, and
then my role in that I was introduced to ballroom through this, and through my
father and meeting him in this context. What does that mean for me as a
mother, and if I look around, and my classes are of dancers and of... of
straight white women, you know, feeling empowered, because they're like...
Oh, my God, is feminity is allowed? Like, so they're all also going through their
things, but at the same time, what does it mean for me? You know, with great
power comes great responsibility, and how do I reach the community? And
how do I remind people that it's for them, and that comes to breaking down
and being accountable and looking inwards of okay... What am I doing to
contribute? And how can I contribute to create a more inclusive place? And
that starts with you know, it's funny to say like... radical inclusivity sometimes
mean radical exclusivity.

[ Amber ] Where, okay, yes... It's for all for us all. But at the same time, it's so
important for that healing, to be able to come together and that the classes are
only for black, brown, queer trans people... And that the straight white people
can stand to the side and that that's okay and having these conversations.
Yeah, I can go on and on and on. But umm, ensuring that people... you know,
teaching my classes in a way not... Hey, welcome, everybody 5, 6, 7, 8. But
hey, welcome, who are you and why are you here today? And what does this
mean for you? And who can tell me where this is coming from? And what
does it mean for you and why do you choose this category? And be fierce
and, and chop and, and teach people the importance of what we're doing
here…

[ Amber ] And then that feeds also into corporate. So then it's like, it's crazy
how it came from like, okay, stages to like what you see on stage versus then
going into a ballroom. How is it even gotten there in the first place? To okay,
corporate, we don't want to just be the performers or just be the models... And



we want to be like the decision makers, we want to be at the table like... Yeah,
putting our ideas on the forth, we want to be the narrator's of our own stories,
it goes fucking deep... [ Amber laughs ] And then in this position of like,
where I'm being invited to be a pride ambassador? Like, that's insane, and
that responsibility that comes with that, and that was like, I stand for a lot of
things. But I knew in the sense, if I'm going to be a pride ambassador, one
thing that pride needs... needs to work on is radical inclusivity.

[ Amber ] So, you know, I was invited on that year to be to be an ambassador,
and then the statement of saying, I stand for radical inclusivity... And then the
ambassadors themselves are not... there's, it's not inclusive. It's, it's a big
boom and it was I know, I know, pride, you know, I'm really happy that they are
supported the ball, and that's wonderful. But you know, there's a lot of work to
be done... And I think it's people, instead of, you know, I could have gone and
been like, yay, fierce peace, love, unity, respect, love. But then at the same
time, my job, I know, people will listen, and people's guards are down, when I
speak up. If I go into a room and start speaking about inclusivity... Yeah,
again, the guards are down, and they don't expect it a lot of the time from me
and it's my job and duty to remind people that these are the things that we
need.. that are important, and will ensure a better and safer world.

[ Amber ] And it's also, it's stupid of companies not to have an inclusive
board, because that's where the magic... like magic is happens. When you
have people from all different backgrounds and different experiences and
different.... That's where magic happens. That's how you make things hot. So
it's like, dude, you guys are late, really late. So yeah... and then it goes as far
as deep as the parties, you know, if we're going to throw a party, how are we
going to make it inclusive? That means that starts from the top... from the
organization and having those daring, to have those talks with people who
don't want to have these talks, or don't even realize... wait, why do we need to
have someone of color at the door? But they know how to do their job. You
know, having those conversations is a lot of work, but it's damn worth it... And
again, most a lot of people they just don't even know or realize or have even
thought about it... And... and everyone's very delicate at the same time, so
very delicate. So how do you manage that delicacy, with getting what you want
with getting what you need and keeping our foot in the door. Because we
deserve fabulous venues and fabulous places.... and I'm not going to be
kicked off to the side and in dark alleyway. I'm gonna be very loud and
presence...



[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] And make sure that that's... Yeah, we don't need to be kicked off to
the side like no, we're fucking fabulous... And we're here and we deserve the
job.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Yeah, I hope I make sense?

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] I feel like I'm rambling a lot.

[ Yun ] It's cool to hear this process that, you know, yeah. Some things may
have come naturally to you in the beginning and is more intuitive. But then as
you're also learning more things, and also reflecting on your role, your
position, everything... And as also, you're getting more visibility and how much
responsibility that carries that you carry with, with you... That's, that's really
cool to hear.

[ Amber ] It's a lot.

[ Yun ] Yeah, uhm so just tagging on to that.

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] I would like to know, sometimes you host parties where there's a
mix of different people from different scenes. How do you like, you know, a lot
of the the parties that you that you organize and that you host are geared
towards queer people...

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] But sometimes there are, you know, cis straight spectators, sometimes
they're in the crowd as well. How do you navigate these kinds of dynamics?

[ Amber ] Yeah, well, you know, you first of all... you live and you learn.

[ Rae laughs ]



[ Amber ] You live and you learn, I think... I think one of my biggest lessons
was the Future ball... And that was for me... That was the icing on the cake.
Not even a cake just a terrible…

[ Amber ] Pie.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] So yeah, this was the last collaboration I did with a big organization
and to do a ball... And at that point, you know, I was still connected to the
dancers a lot and, and they're from dance. Yes, it's ISH. So it's dance
collective... And, and I'm thankful because again, it was a lesson... And it was,
I'll never forget, let me see, I have to bring, you know, I have to go back there.
Right, I have to go back there... And I remember had an extreme flu, like a
really bad flu, I could hardly walk that morning. So I had a really tough time.
The preparations to everything, you know, you can, you can, brief people, all
you, you can brief and brief. But there's never enough briefings, especially
when it's not your own team... And they're not used to working with queer and
trans bodies, and then introducing talks that they might not have a lot of clue
about.

[ Amber ] The initiative was that... just because you have good intentions
doesn't mean that it's the right thing for everybody. That was the biggest
lesson there and I remember being at this panel, and I remember being
stretched, and I was like, look, we're not going to make it. I'm not going to
make it to sit on this panel. I don't even need to be on this panel. Ask anybody
like... Elly is here, like, put Elly there? No, we need you, we - like the re's so
much - like, we need you, you're the face, we need you, we need you... And
not shutting that down and listening to my gut because I knew what needed to
happen. I needed to be there for the kids, I needed to be there to help set
everything up.

[ Amber ] Let me think and... and someone made a comment. Yeah, there
were certain comments about you know, breaking up the genders, and like,
oh, femme queen performance, you know, but what... So, so femme queens
aren't women? It's like, no one's saying that, no one is saying that. And then
going to these discussions at a panel where I'm like... Are you and also people
on the, on the panel with me, were kind of like, like, are you guys arguing with
me here like. And I got so uncomfortable…



[ Amber ] And then I just also was really like... Oh, my god, I'm about to have
a ball upstairs.. And like, all everything's, all the categories are separated,
because we're celebrating these, we're celebrating people here... And now
you're questioning this and... and now I'm responsible for putting, like my
entire like community upstairs and you're gonna watch a ball and spectate this
thing and shut and like... Everything just... and I never had, that was the first
panic attack I ever had in my entire life... And I didn't, I couldn't move, I
couldn't like, I don't know, something like... I even think about it, like gets me
emotional... And I didn't know what to do... And then that my kids never saw
me like that…

[ Amber ] Wow, sorry, guys...

[ Amber ] And I just knew in that moment, I can never do, I never want to do
this again... And I had to go in my Darth Vader outfits... And like, like, they just
had blankets on me. And like, no one knew how to like, I didn't even know
what to do. But all I knew was like, I just have to go downstairs like I have to
like, because I am the control, I am gonna manage the control... And I will
manage the room because I know that I can do that... And I just need to go
down there and like, get this done... And after that, I said, never again, am I
going to... people don't deserve it. They don't deserve to see us put everything
on the floor. So that's what I decided. I can work with organizations and I
believe in, you know, there's times that... when you bring people to something
they've never seen before, you really can... their guards are down, you could
spark curiosity, you could spark... which sparks investigation which which
sparks like understanding and you can really create change. But at the same
time at the extent of who?

[ Amber ] So I decided no more. Of course, it's great to come together to
create that change, but not at the expense of our selves and our souls and our
well being. So in that sense, I decided, you know what, if organizations want
to collaborate, we can collaborate and we'll do a showcase performance...
mini thing, where every person is paid to be there.

[ Amber ] Because they're performing for you, it's an education. So you pay
everybody to be there, then it's a different story. Because you're... we
understand what we're putting ourselves into and it's a job and we're doing
that. Whereas a ball needs to be that sacred space... and that's for us... and
that needs to be separated. So that was like, the biggest fucking lesson of my
life. [ Amber laughs ] And also, like, who is on the panel? Who is an



organization? Do your homework and figure out why before it fucks you in the
ass.

[ Amber ] Whooooo... and, and is it your... maybe they just need you for
certain reason? Or they want your platform or their face? Like, do you? Are
you asking me to be there because it's easier to have me and I have any, you
know, entire community will back me up.

[ Amber ] Like what is it? And why the fuck am I here? And why do you want
to be here so badly? If you talk to most organizations that who want this?
What do we talk about the agency, right? It's crazy, because I'd always get
asked to get dancers and performers. But now you have questions like we
need voguers.

[ Amber ] What do you need voguers for?

[ Amber ] Yeah, we need to like drag... Do you need drag queens or do you
need voguers? Which one do you need? Like you don't even know what you
need. You're looking for confidence. You're looking for an essence that you
don't know how to describe... And you're booking people who claim that they
are these things without even understanding what that is. So there's so much
layers to this shit and in my position, now I know like, I know, the questions to
ask. And I'll change the narrative like, no, you're not looking for voguers,
you're looking for something else... And then I can break that down and
educate people at the same time... And then give the right people the job.

[ Amber ] So, sorry, I'm getting... So this that's the ball part, right? Because
you have the ball part where they're spectators, and it's a mixed crowd. But
then you also have the other part when it comes to corporate events... And,
for example, my performers being on stage in a space that is majority of white
cis men, and how are they going to handle that, and so much goes about,
again, that demand of respect... And I've also been in places where... there's a
lot of like, especially with the dance scene, I've been in spaces where there's
all dancers, different types of dance... and it's been like the most beautiful..
when you feel that magic... and we're... and the dance floor becomes that one
place where we're all speaking the same fucking language... And we're all
here for the same shit and we're all here to let go and and it is all love... And
we all are on the same fucking page. That's... it's really magical when that
happens and I do believe that it's possible.



[ Amber ] And all we can do is strive for that and... and... and then listen and
take feedback and listen to your crowd. Listen to the people... make sure
there's people around you who will tell you the fucking truth and let you know if
something didn't go well. Let you know if something... Hey Amber, maybe this
would help better, listen, and be very aware as possible. Am I ranting again I
don't know.

[ Rae ] No, thank you so much for sharing that. You would never know these
things just watching from, you know, not from the background. I mean, I was
there at that ball..

[ Rae ] Yeah, I was there too.

[ Amber ] Yeah, no, and no one would... I had like the I never had a panic
attack in my life. Like I was upstairs and I don't know if you remember
because I wasn't downstairs right away.

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] So Typhoon was trying to try to do it on his own and I- bless him.
Because he also never did a whacking a battle before they didn't even know
how it worked. You know... and you know, so and then I just remember being
upstairs and like trying to hear what's going on in the TV and like not being
able to even breathe, like it was a whole thing... and... like then.... and walking
downstairs with my fuckin ass out just like oh my god.... And I was very... I had
a different wrath. I didn't know there was a different... you can hear it... in after
movie. I can hear it and aftermovie like... like you know like... like it was very
like... you were gonna make fucking noise…

[ Amber ] Because if you get them... You know like this- like I-  because the
spectators didn't understand that you're part of this... This is not a little show
for, for you to just oh my god, look at them and look how... No, your part- this
is a connected thing and y'all don't know how to even do this.
Ahhhh, what am I doing? Yeah…

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Rae ] Yeah, a fucking trip.



[ Amber ] Yeah and again like when when it is all connected you have to be
very aware and... and feel the space. I remember a ball we did that BIRD and
nobody knew it but people were gagging that I knew it... I'm gagging that I
knew it. There was something happening like - I could feel the flow of the ball
and everything and then at one moment I could just feel... like a little bit... but
something's going on... what's going on to the back of the runway? DJ stop
the beat, stop the beat.

[ Amber ] Yo.

[ Amber ] And then yes there was a couple guys that had somehow gotten
into the ball and we're grabbing the people at the- at the front of the runway.
Yeah and... then at that - security get the fuck out of here... get the fuck out of
here. So and that happened and then you know everybody's like oh my god
yeah and... And the show goes on let's motherfucking go... And people were
just like how the hell did you know? I'm like, I don't know... I don't know... I just
feel like... so I just knew something was off... And you know the old host- I'd let
those things kind of like slide whereas now- no. Something's wrong, cut the
beat. What's good? What's good?

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] We have a lot of audience questions ,so I think maybe one more
question…

[ Amber ] Yeah, cool..

[ Rae ] Really quickly…

[ Amber ] This is great like…

[ Rae ] What do you love and hate the most about being a host?

[ Amber ] Oh yeah, that I'm a loner…

[ Amber ] I love it…

[ Amber ] I can... There's moments I love it because, I can, I go to this like this
place somewhere and then the other part is there is moments where you're
like…



[ Amber ] Oh yeah, I'm alone…

[inaudible] everybody have fun over there oh...
[ Amber ] That's the one- and I understand. I've and I've heard it. That's like
my job is to do that and I'm that. So as much as I feel like a loner there's a lot
of times I won't even give myself that space... and room to be... to social... and
do to... busy with everybody else because I have a bigger job to do. Yeah, so
it can be kind of lonely and people can be like freaked out at me scared... like
I'm gonna bite their head off... Yeah, yeah so I, I get it. I'm a lot nicer than I
look and there's a difference between Ambience and Amber... Like that's a
tough part because most people they see Ambience, they don't know Amber
at all. [ Amber laughs ] So yeah that's the one downside...

[ Yun ] All right.

[ Amber ] But at the same time it's... it can be fun too... you know…

[ Amber ] Yeah...

[ Yun ] Thanks for that…

[ Amber ] Yeah, oh can I give one because there was another one I thought
was really important

[ Yun ] Please do

[ Amber ] The question about- what was the mistakes.

[ Yun ] Oh yeah I thought maybe you covered them already but please if
there's more that you want to mention.

[ Amber ] First one, toilet. Ask for a toilet. Make sure toilets close by and that
you have access to.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] I can already imagine where that came from yes

[ Amber ] Oh yeah you wanna hear that story?



[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] It's so good…

[ Amber ] But this- you know me and Milkshake festival we have a good... we
have a good laugh with this one, because there was no toilet. So now they
know every year, they're like don't worry Amber there's a toilet this year.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] So at Milkshake, I was it was Over The Rainbow ball. I don't know if
you guys remember? But I was wearing a rainbow…

[ Amber ] I was a rainbow and like this full body suit nude rainbow situation...
You know I'm hosting the ball for hours. There's no stopping or going, there's
just no stopping... the categories are rolling. And Zelda was quite new at this
time, so it wasn't... I couldn't just leave her alone... But there was a point
where like you got to go... let you got to go and there was no toilet and the
only toilet was I had to go to another stage somewhere and their backstage. I
was like there's no time for me to do this and I just started like walking
backwards, walking backwards, and like just started going under the stage
and then... like my... like one of my production assistants helped me unzip out
of this thing and I'm just '1001... 2002.... 3003....' and I just was peeing on my
feet 'and hold that pose for me'

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] And just naked under the stage... pissing all over myself.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] And it happen TWICE that day. Yeah... So I'm wearing a piss
covered rainbow suit and nobody knows until now.

[ Rae ] Again, you heard it here first.

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Thank you so much for sharing…



[ Rae ] Thank you for coming back to that story.

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] Yeah, it's a good story. But um, yeah, I think... really have a team.
People really underestimate... like you're hosting a party, you need a team,
you cannot do your job without your team. Make sure that there's someone
getting you drinks, make sure that that's taken care of. Let go. That's the
advice I can really guys. Let the fuck go. And there was one more, 'do not
hesitate.' Don't fucking hesitate. You feel something? Say it. Say it. Speak up!
Yeah...

[ Amber ] Yeah, ask for toilet...Ask for beverages.

[ Yun ] So to recap, ask for a toilet, ask for beverages. Have a team and
speak up.

[ Amber ] Yes, make a team. That's the most important thing I can say a lot of
people are like, oh, Amber is a one woman army. No, I am not. I only got to be
a force because, you know, people stepped up and were there for me. So I
think going back to even like the agency part, like as an artist as well, like, I'm
an artist, I'm a creative. I'm a fucking mess when it comes to numbers and
like, you know, the legals... tax stuff... And, oh, it freaks me out. And I think I
can speak for a lot of creatives about that. So my life changed when actually a
friend of mine, so Nikki, she saw me struggle, and she was like, bitch, no, I'm
here to help you, I see you, I believe in you... And I'm going to take care of
your emails, I'm going to help negotiate for you, I'm going to fight for you. I'm
going to make sure you get what you deserve. I'm going to make sure those
drinks are there when you need them. So that's been like the biggest change
ever.... And I think it's hard as artists, it's tough to ask for help. I think we
struggle with that a lot... And being able to ask and seeing the people step up
for you, and building that trust, building that team is the most valuable thing
you can do... And it will make everything stronger and larger. Build their team,
you cannot do it by yourself.

[ music starts in the background ]

[ Amber ] No, you cannot.



[ music fades ]

[ Yun ] So audience questions.

[ Amber ] Oh my god.

[ Rae ] A lot of audience questions.

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Like, oh, boy.... Yeah.

[ Yun ] Anonymous asks, "What is your advice for people who would like to
become hosts, but are very shy?"

[ Amber ] Oh, leave your shyness at the door, leaving rigidity and the shyness
is at the fucking door. Why do you want to become a host? A host has to deal
with a lot of people. So there's a reason why this person wants to be a host in
the first place. So what is that reason?

[ Yun ] There you go.

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Rae ] Very concrete.

[ Amber ] Yeah, right.

[ Yun ] I mean, I guess it could go back to well, you separate your personas,
right?

[ Amber ] I do yeah, we can go there, like creating that alter ego. Like, which
kind of I would say like, Well, come on, girl you want to be? You know, um,
and I choose that before I go on stage, or at the party. Like, again, what kind
of girl do I want to be? And I kind of go with that. So that kind of can separate
a bit of that, that anxiety…

[ Yun ] So you do get anxious?



[ Amber ] Yes, let's be straight guys. Like, again, nerves are always there...
And yes, I people tell me I look like the most confident bitch in the world. But
we all have our insecurities and doubts, but it's about how you manage those
things. So they're there... I just know how... I'd have a lot of experience and I
know how to manage them very well. So even if I'm shaking in my boots,
people usually don't see it. Unless they really know me... You were shaking
your boots bitch, I know.

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] Uhm, alright another person- Natalia from Rotterdam would like to
know, what do you think is happening in the minds of people who come to
parties but don't dance.

[ Amber ] Awww, Yeah, I feel like there's- I feel something's blocked... you
know and they're there they're there for a reason because they want to be
there and they want to be surrounded by that. And iI think surrounded by
people who are comfortable in their skin. So I just feel- I feel for them you
know and that's where I tried to let them know... it's okay...you can- it's okay,
instead of like... Why aren't you dancing. No like- instead of the- putting a
negative thing on it... Hey baby like I see you what's good? Like you gonna
join me baby? Come on let's go... and then it's amazing... people want to be
seen you know people want to be acknowledged and... Just a look and a
smile can change someone's world so... bring them... I feel for them. So I'm
like come on booboo, come on.

[ Yun ] Ruby from the Hague asks, I didn't know there was a Dutch house
before Amber. Would love to know how it would like... Sorry, how was it like to
be the first one to start something new?

[ Amber ] A trip there was never... I didn't wake up one day and thought like
I'm gonna build a house and I'm gonna be a house mother. That was not the
case. I didn't even want a  house. You didn't know that huh?

[ Amber ] Like , I did not, I was like... no. NO. I saw... you know I traveled to
different events and I'm- Lasseindra's my sister. So I've watched her build the
balls there and I've watched... I understand ballroom... and I saw the houses
and the shade and the drama... and like how... am I oh my god like... what if I
start a house this is going to feel like... all my students like I can't have all my
students be in the same house because then that's not what community is. No



I'm the host of the most and I will not be in a house and I will like. Because I
love all houses you know it was very that... And then you know when the
scenes started... you know I kept throwing the balls. And Parisians would all
come to Holland and battle... and of course I would also invite because that's
how you get the Dutch scene stronger. You invite stronger ones from another
place... you teach, you battle and you get stronger. And when that started
happening and then Parisians started saying hey
woah-woah-woah-woah-woaaah  there's some.... some of the kids of the
Dutch ballroom scene are are the ones... And when that started happening
you know kids started coming to me like... I think I'm going to house now like
what do you mean you think you're in a house? What? How does that work?

[ Amber ] Yeah I think they told me I'm in this house or this.... like... So you
don't even know you're in the house? And then and I've literally watched it
happen being in Paris where house mother just saw some of the the kids and
be like.... you're this... you're this, you're walking this.... Best story..  Barbie
was a Ninja for a day. Barbie was Ninja for a day and that's the kind of actually
what sparks the house. So you know we were in Paris and she got into the
last battles of runway in Paris- you kidding me? And you know she was a
'double 0' like House of Vineyard didn't exist. And when it came, they said
stop, it stop nope. Grand prize Ninja.. where it was like... so we were... wait
what yeah... like how?  Like, Lasseindra I love you but... and then she had to
share her prize with another... her sister. You know so it was a whole like...
and you know there's a lot of uncomfort and what does this mean? And then
you're added to a group chat and you're part of that house.... you know and
that's when me and a lot of the some of the kids around me looked at me and
like you know... The ball is called House of Vineyard it was called House of
Vineyard right, the first ball. And that wasn't... Phil was the.... who got me into
BIRD and said like can you do what they're doing in Paris is Burning? It's like
a ball? How do you throw a ball when there's no ball community? Hmm,
Challenge accepted!

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] And you know I... as long as we get the right people involved, so as
long as we get Lasseindra involved and we get Archie involved... And like...
keep it in respect the essence of what ballroom in New York is for... And not
this dance way. Okay we'll do it. And then Phil said can we call it House of
Vineyard? I love your last name Amber, we sell wine..



[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Really? I always thought that like Ambiance, or like you know... like
okay so then this name already existed with balls. So then my kids were kind
of like, Amber. You're our fucking mother. You've taught us everything that we
know, if there's a Dutch... if there's any house in Holland like.... it's you. So
you're the fucking mother. Shut up, this is our house. It's really like....

[ Yun ] Okay, wow. Okay.

[ Amber ] fuck.... fuck, fuck, fuck…

[ Amber ] Okay, and then it kind of became this way of like, yeah, I guess
protecting some of my kids from the unknown. Yeah it's scary out there , it can
be scary. So yeah, now we have our, you know, I don't have family here. So
they're really become my, they're really my chosen family as well. So it's
really... when it comes to like, houses and how they really started... really is
this for me. Yeah…

[ Amber ] So it's a trip to be the first. A fucking trip... And hard because at the
same time, when you're the first house, and everything's just building, I have
my students,  I have everybody who's like, why is she picking me? Why isn't
she picking me? And that's hard. But at the same time, I knew in my heart,
even though there's like people I fucking like, I love down and are talented...
And I know have it. It was also my job as a mother and pioneer.... what kind of
mother would I be? If everybody was a Vineyard? There'd be no community,
there'd be no, you need a battle.. You need a battle people at a ball. So no,
my job as a mother... And the Pioneer is to ensure that there's other houses
growing... And there's other things happening, because that's what community
is about. So.. this stuff.

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Cool.

[ Rae ] Great answer.

[ Amber ] Yeah.



[ Rae ] Okay, Laura, from Rotterdam would like to know, if you have a door
policy, what are the intentions behind it? And what are some of the
celebrations and frustrations that come from this? And what are some things
that you've learned or reflected on along the way?

[ Amber ] There's a lot of questions.

[ Rae ] Yes.

[ Amber ] Yeah, where do I start? Again, what is the space for? Who is it for
and why? I think these are the first questions you have to ask yourself when
you're creating your door policy. Yeah, depending on where you are and who
you're working with. That's also a thing. Because again, like if you're at a, at a
queer club that's already catering to these communities, maybe it's going to be
easier. Whereas if you're in a completely new space, and you know, there's
these people have zero experience with working with these crowds. Yeah,
your door policy is going to be really important, to... they need to understand
what that even means. So it's educating. In the end, you're actually educating
an entire organization about what- why door policy is important, because most
of the time they won't understand it. So that's the first part. And when it comes
with security team that... comes with the bartenders that ... that comes with
everybody working in that space, to understand what this is.

[ Yun ] Maybe we can clarify the question.

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Because there's another question that's quite similar from Hêja from
Rotterdam.

[ Amber ] Okay.

[ Yun ] Who would like to know, how do you ensure your spaces are truly
welcoming to specifically queer, queer, trans black people of color?

[ Amber ] Yeah, yeah. Va Va Voom. This is like, where we really had a policy
and really created this policy... And, again, we did it together with a big group
of people... And so a lot of different people read the policy to make sure that it
did come across right, and it did feel welcoming... And again, it didn't feel
welcoming to some people, which was a trip to have people in my inbox



coming- the funniest part, not even my inbox, the Va Va Voom inbox talking
about how Amber's Vineyard doesn't make her feel welcome at this party.

[ Yun ] Yeah, maybe you can tell us about that door policy?

[ Amber ] Yeah, well, so at this door policy... Yeah, it's ...God, it's been a year..

[ Yun ] Oh, yeah. Oh my God....

[ Rae ] That was one of our last like, big party...
[ Amber ] This is we just had like the anniversary of this and it's such a trip...
And.. but most people I speak to they're like Amber, this was this was our last
banger out... And it was the most magical and special thing and also us as
organizers, Razi, Xena and myself, just seeing in the space just also like
looking around like who are all these beautiful people? Where did they all
come from? And I know that has to do a lot with the door policy and how that
worked.

[ Yun ] Maybe a short description about... of what Va Va voom was?

[ Amber ] Yeah, so Va Va Voom was basically Amsterdam's first, like pop up
queer strip club and we definitely prioritize black and brown queer and trans
performers... And we wanted to really make people feel from this community,
make them feel this is your space, this is... you are welcome here, this is for
you... And especially, when I got the opportunity to create a party like in the
center of leidseplein like that was also one of the first like yo do you want to do
what? And how? And the center of where? Do you know how much drunken
and tourist and toxic crap that comes like... how the hell are you going to
navigate this? Challenge accepted!

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] I like a challenge guys... And yes how are we going to do this? We
made it very clear I feel like on instagram this door policy. We spoke about this
door policy, we also looked at other organizations in Europe that were doing
similar things like Pussy Palace for example... and their policies. So yeah, and
in the ticket sales these were also things we limited the ticket sales to... from
the organization Lovely, for example would get to sell, we limited those. And
then we take over that, and did it through our own platforms…



[ Amber ] You know so it is taking a lot of weight. You have to put a lot weight
because then you're trying to navigate those things. And then for example at
the door itself, we wanted to have a certain amount of tickets left. And who are
those tickets going to go to? Well we need a strong bad bitch to be at the door
and actually kick out people from the crowd. Does that suck? And did some
people feel like well hey why aren't you picking me? Yeah that happened, but
sometimes you know it's... there good lessons and even some of my best
friends they they, they…

[ Amber ] Yeah Amber i'm so excited I can't wait... I'm like you're not coming...
why would you come here? Yeah but I want to support you. I don't need your
support. But I do know that there's 300 queer kids out there that can't get in,
and you're trying to get up in here. For why? If you're really my friend baby
you're gonna keep your ass at home and wish me a good time you know...

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] And like this is not a queer petting zoo. Of course you are inspired
and you want to be around them... I've had... I had people send me a
message about how they're an artist and they like to draw queer people.... you
know... Why aren't you letting me into this party, where I can do my art? It's
like you know... no booboo

[ Amber ] And then again a lot of time when it comes from me people don't
expect it.

[ Amber ] So it's just shade with a smile…

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] You know you throw shade with a little bow on top…

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Yeah teach a little lesson, lesson comes with it and yeah I don't
know. Did I answer the question I…

[ Yun ] Yeah, absolutely yeah.



[ Amber ] Yeah so even when you are fighting for something to be inclusive
sometimes you have to you're also fighting for your own.... When you're
saying you're out of it, you know what I mean?

[ Rae ] Not exclusion but like...

[ Amber ] Yeah you know, I mean like..

[ Yun ] Yeah like inclusivity policy it's it's coupled with an exclusivity policy.

[ Amber ] Yeah is that how you would say it?

[ Yun ] I guess so

[ Amber ] Okay like it's like I feel like a tongue tongue twisting myself. But I
hope that we all understand and we all get it... And people also need to
understand that again every club at leidseplein is catered to straight white
people. So why is it such a big deal that that one place that you're not
allowed... that you know that we prefer that you don't come or it's not for you...
like let everybody else that's this is for to come in. Why is that such a
problem?

[ Yun ] Right.

[ Amber ] And then when you ask those questions, why?

[ Amber ] Do you not think that we all deserve to be here? And then yeah the
confrontation and there's the food for thought and they sulk for a moment but
then they... And then later I got a message and I remember from a friend of
mine he actually WAS in the club. He WAS there and he's like 'Amber, Amber!'
And I looked-- the fuck are you doing here? And then he went to my friend
was like oh my god I think I was Amber at me? I think I was oh she's not
happy to see me... And it's like yeah why are you here? And even my friend
was like me why are giving him a hard time? Like you're good, he's supports
you for everything, he's... you're there... he's there... Like... I get that but he's
straight and he's here. Why? Get the fuck out. But I got a message from him a
week later and he was like I'm so sorry for being there and I really now
understand why you were upset and I won't be there again... and I just want to
send... I'm really sorry... and I really understand why this is now... and I
appreciate you Amber. So it was like hey, thank you, good...



[ Yun ] That's cool.

[ Amber ] Yeah, so you know it is tough and it is uncomfortable but then the
thing is... I think if we all if we all learn to take a look at the larger picture. You
know things.... and we take the emotion out it's quite easy to see... and
understand. Which is exactly why we need more spaces so then... yeah.

[ Amber ] Yeah we need more... so

[ Rae ] Always

[ Amber ] Exactly, so then maybe we can all have more spaces to go to.

[ Yun ] Very last question from Michael from Rotterdam. Amber you have
achieved a lot already. What is next for you?

[ Amber ] Oooooh you want to know?

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] This is a trip, well…

[ Amber ] I'm busy with a couple things... and well now finally almost finished
with the website, finally. It's gonna be vineyard.world and on the site you really
can see like... okay what is community and education and versus
entertainments yeah... And then we're actually really legitly building an
agency. So again to just protect artists, I know for myself like if I knew some of
the things that I knew now when I was first starting... And you know knowing
your worth and asking for money and negotiating. These things so that's what
we're setting this up for as well... And then I'm actually, it's crazy to say this
but I'm going to be creating a musical theater show.

[ Amber ] Yeah, I'm going to be creating a musical.

[ Yun ] Wow!

[ Amber ] Yeah

[ Yun ] Yeah I was speechless for a few seconds, but wow.



[ Amber ] Yeah

[ Yun ] Where? Do you not, go honestly

[ laughing ]

[ Amber ] Yeah, yeah so it's a really a trip to me. I don't know even how much
I can say about it, but... because it's gonna be awesome. [ Amber laughs ]

[ Rae ] Again you heard it here first.

[ Yun ] Thank you for spilling yeah so much tea

[ Rae ] So much exclusive content

[ Yun ] Yeah.

[ Amber ] Yeah so that's what... I also don't know how much I should say
about it. But..

[ Rae ] Okay you can tell us off the record.

[ Amber ] Yeah I'll tell you off the record.

[ Yun ] I mean we're excited enough ....

[ Rae ] yeah, right?

[ Amber ] I'm gonna be creating a musical fucking theater. Yeah.

[ Rae ] Amazing!

[ Yun ] All right, so kids look out.

[ Amber ] Yeah look out. Yeah we're in the beginning phases. So it's going to
be a four year project. It's going to be something new and a big challenge for
me because I've never done something on this kind of scale. So we'll see
what happens.



[ Yun ] Yeah

[ Amber ] it's gonna be wild.

[ Amber ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Wow cool yeah

[ Yun ] Yeah once again Amber Vineyard, thank you so much for for taking
time to chat with us and share your fascinating story.

[ music in background starts ]

[ Rae ] Your wisdom.

[ Amber ] Yeah, really it's a fucking pleasure to be here I don't normally get
interviews where we're getting to like go in depth about things that are behind
the scenes. So much of what I do people it's really easy to be caught on the
surface because that's where it's glamorous and that's where it looks like…

[ Yun ] But pee involved....

[ Amber ] Yeah so yeah I appreciate, yeah you guys you know getting to know
me and hey…

[ Amber ] Yeah, uhm for those listening, be my friends on instagram and it's
Amber Vineyard.

[ Rae ] Of course, yes

[ Yun ] We're gonna, you know put all the things in there in our show notes as
well.

[ Amber ] Cool. And I hope that you guys could follow along.

[ Yun ] Thanks so much Amber Vineyard for coming out and sharing your
stories, wisdom, charisma, uniqueness, nerve and talent. We're super excited
to see your new projects.



[ Rae ] So you can follow Amber by following the links in our show notes and
if you want to see some of the iconic outfits that we were talking about, check
out our instagram.

[ Yun ] This was the last episode of this BARTALK podcast season on
parties. Thank you so much for listening. We want to thank Hans Poel for
recording and editing these podcasts, Nia Konstantinova for being our PR
machine, Denise Lee for designing the banner, Sarafina van Ast for
transcribing our podcasts.

[ Rae ] Thanks to Mondriaan Fonds for supporting our program, and last but
not least thanks to all of you listeners out there.

[ Yun ] Once again i'm Yun Lee.

[ Rae ] And I'm Rae Parnell

[ Yun ] And this is BARTALK.

[ Rae ] Stay tuned for more BARTALKs, subscribe follow and hopefully we can
see you in the flesh very soon.

[ music fades out ]


